Overview (1/2)

- Dates: December 4-8 (Sun.-Thu.), 2011
- Venue: The Shilla Hotel, Seoul, Korea
- Sponsored by IACR
- In cooperation with KIISC (Korea Institute of Information and Cryptology)
- Financial Supports from Korean government, local companies and research institutes, etc. (planned)
- 3rd times Asiacrypt in Korea
  - Asiacrypt1996 in Kyoungju, Korea
  - Asiacrypt2004 in Jeju Island, Korea
Overview (2/2)

Advisory Committee
Prof. Pil Joong LEE (POSTECH)
Prof. Kwangjo KIM (KAIST)
Prof. Jong-In LIM (Korea University)

General Chair
Prof. Hyoung Joong KIM (Korea University)

Program Chair
Prof. Dong Hoon LEE (Korea University)
Conference Venue (Hotel)

- The Shilla, Seoul
Conference Venue (Main Hall)

- The Shilla, Seoul
Direct flights to Incheon International Airport from major cities
Direct flights to Gimpo International Airport from Tokyo (Haneda), Osaka and Shanghai
KAL Limousine buses between Incheon International Airport and the conference venue (bus fare: KRW 14,000 or US$10)
Subway from Gimpo Airport is available, convenient and cheap.
Access (2/2)

- One nearby subway station (line 4 at Dongkook University)
- Free shuttle buses to major shopping areas including Dongdaemun, Myeongdong, and Itaewon every 30 minutes
**Attractions and Accommodations**

**Landmark: Namsan tower**

Insa-Dong: Galleries, traditional restaurants, traditional teahouses, and cafes

**Shopping and entertainment**

A massive shopping area

Insa-Dong: Galleries, traditional restaurants, traditional teahouses, and cafes

**Accommodations**

Tower hotel (3 stars)

Tower hotel (3 stars)

Sofitel Ambassador hotel (4 stars)

**Janganpyong:** Korean antique shopping area

A massive shopping area
Local Attractions
Excursion: Korean Folk Village
See You in Seoul at ASIACRYPT 2011.